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by Ann Heater
Tile University News
also provides technical assistance for clubs,
ethnic student organizations, The Women's
Alliance, and disabled-student
organizations. Sugiyama serves as advisor to many
of those groups. As an example, both Dean
Ed Wilkinson and Sugiyama serve as
advisors to the university multi-cultural
. board, which has representatives from all
of the various organizations on campus
representing different cultural groups,
Other services provided by the office
include a locater service, which aids persons
trying to locate other persons in an emergency. This does not'pertain to those people
"just trying to. find a friend," stresses
Sugiyama;
The Office of Veterans Affairs also is
located within. the special, services office,
providing counseling and aid to those
veterans who seek it. Nine student counselors serve the veterans affairs office.
The Office of Student Special Services
employs three student assistants, a student
instructor for the edit 2 program, and 10
work-study students
in the child-care
program, as well as those students involved
in the tutorial and veterans' counseling
programs.
Many' community organizations . work.
with the Office of Student Services.
'The YWCA, for example, has a Career
Life Design Program
to help people
prepare' for jobs. This is aimed at those
students who are unsure of what they want
to do.
.
The office also deaiswitn
cases of
battered women. Those cases are referred;
to persons With expertise in the area. The
YWCA also has.awomen's
shelter house
that is used primarily for battered women
and children to provide. a means of
protectioQ.
. .' .
.
Persons seeking financial. support for
themselves and their children are sent to the
Department of Health and Welfare, where
they may obtalir information abOiltprograms such as.f()Od stamps;'Orgariizations
related to the United Way' such
the
Salvation Army, .also have support programs available.
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C()MPUTER
S()FT ARE
PILOT
A tool for teaching and learning,

SURVIVOR

now only $45:95

Pits you and your crew
(1 to 4 players) against
incalculable odds
now only $29.95

EASY SCRIPT
Word processing
now only $79.95

I

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
vc-: ~-__

,

". t:lIUft'

Now you can produce flawless

A home application

program,

now only $27.95

~~~
,

writing! EASY SPELL offers all
these features1. Automatically
errors
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corrects spelling

2. Has a built-in 20,000 word
lexicon that lets you add words
not already stored there

:

.

3. And, much more,
now only $18.95

THE COMMODORE

64-

CP/M,2.2 Operating

System,

now only $69.95 ,

HEY DIDDLE DIDDLE'
.)i~ a collection of 30 classic nursery

·r

FT· APOCAL YPSE
Multi-player

arcade combat

action,nowonly

$29.95

brllllcnt color
graphics and llvelv'muslc;

HEY DIDDLE
DIDDLE
'.

rhymes featuring

now only $27.95.
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PROTECTOR II ::
Six levels of lightning-fast' ::
mcch lne language play, :;
nowonly$29.95Iiiam
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,Gu~stspeakerwmbe~Mr.MikeMoser,....
'The necklace, 'composed of materials,
Communications
PragralD Direcloi'j"f'or;j. " worth ..$3; 7QPi'was taken from-the faculty
M
.....K .• whose to.P.iC
..iS."C.~.e.
~tingc;.o..rpq.r~te;.;.:. art ~~ow,.~. :hi~h w.~s;:lteld in 'the g.,ld1erv
Images throughAdvertlsmgjMark~tmg.::
musetim.Tite'sday, November 2. '.
~ndGommun~~ations:"Bewill
also discuss".
The·.:~ecklace. containing a largepinj<'
Job opportunnles.
.
tourmaline, a relatively rare stone twelve
diamondsand'21iiouncesofgold~asina
, '.'0_ .... ....1
.S.
.' .
display case near the door and "was just,
Career.Planning & Placement announces'
too easy to get to." says Don Douglass, the
a .job hunting t<lchniquesseminar
will be
BSU professor who created the work.
held in the. Clearwater Room,SUB; at 2:30
BSU is offering 'a' $300 reward,' no
p.m. Nov.1l.J983.
Job search. employer
questions asked. for the return of. the
research. letter: & resume writing, and
necklace.
interviewing will be. discussed by; Di,~k
Because it is one of a kind. it would be
Rapp, . Career Planning 'andPlacement
difficult to selI, according to Douglass. and
Director. Any student :iswc<lcQme.·..
~'We'd just as soon pay and have it back
,
.',
..
- <:>
than have someone out there trying to
peddle it on the street."
. He believes the person who took the
BSU won 2nd' placeht' .'both debate
divisic,msentered
in 'the University of
Oregon Speech and Debate .Tournament.
Seventeen. colleges and universities. from
; Califomia;'ldaho. WashingtopandOregon
participated" in the ..tOilrnarnent ••...Dianna
by Ann Hellter and Michael Staves
Marinila and KarlVogtwon
2nd in Senior
The 'University News
CEDA Debate;' :Ann ;Sawiriand;Bryan
Hossnerwon 2nd in Novice DEDA Debate:
The communication lab has become a
Mannilawon 2nd in Forensic Criticism and
controversial topic this semester because it
3rd i]l Persuasion. RichardWnght won 4th
uses the concept
learning by doing
iil Prose interpretation. The debaters alI
instead of the traditional
concept of
debated the question ."Resolved
that:
learning by being taught.
Higher education has sacrificed quality for
This semester's lab task "is to plan and
institutionalsurvivaI."
.
carry out some method of making money
by selling goods and/or services to the
public at large."
The controversy arises directly from one
•Pre~registration .for.continuing: students
major requirement.
There is a direct
ends'Friday, NovemberJl.Th¢
Registrar's:
correlation between profits made by enterOffic~·Wi1l:be,QPe118:ooa.m.to7:oop.m
.. prise members and course grades .assigned
Th!U'Stlilyanduntil5:oo·p.nJ;OJl.
Frida~to·
to,students·:attheend
of;theseIIles,tC?r; .
"';liand\ourp1e~regI~tratioit'::~aWials
·;aria.,
A look'atthe¢oncept
of the commpnicaaCcept.~omp~~~e~:pr~t:·
, . form .
tion lab is necessary in understanding the
logic forthat grading criteria.
"The concept of the communication lab
remains the same but the form it takes
varies from semester to semester," says
fatuIty supervisor Ed McLuskie.
"The
ultimate goal lies in creating more; self

J.

J. b':h'u'n't'··ng·....emin a'r'

Debate te

.am -w.ins·,· .
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BSU is offering a $300 reward for the return of this stolen necklace. Drawing by Don
Douglass.
.
necklace doesn't know what to do with it.
since it is unique.
.
The piece was insured but that money
wiII only cover the materials for the
necklace and not the estimated 50 hours of
work that Douglass put into making it.
Anyone with information regarding the

theft can call Douglass at BSU at 385-3269
or at his home at 345-5399.
The necklace was new and had just been
displayed in Washington before the show at
BSU where it was stolen.
There are no suspects in the case.

·Pre ..registration

reliance. better coping behavior, and more
independence. as (students) discover. invent. and sharpen communication tools
which (they) will need for the rest of (their)
lives," he says.
This semester's lab takes the form' of
individual enterprises designed to make
money. A minimum of seven students can
join an enterprise. Five enterprises' comprise this semester's lab.
Participants in the lab are enrolled to
receive from 1-4 credits.
Among the enterprises formed as part of
the lab. is a production
company,
Riverside Productions.
The production company includes president Nick Michas, vice president Mike
Kleine. treasurer Brenda Van Gourp, and
Secretary Kara Spencer. Seema Sani, Blake
Napier, Tom Harrison, Jeff Cates, Linda
Righter and ~bbie Finley are also group
members.
.
The ~ompany promotes local rock-and- '
roll bands. Promotional activities include
hiring a band, fmdinga place for the band ,

',:

'1·1
.:'1

COlnlnunication lab stresses profit
of

-.'

. to play and advertising the band's performance. In order to get the business started.
each member of the company contributed
$10 to raise operating capital,according
to
Michas.
The rules of the lab say that alI the
activities of each enterprise
must be
conducted entirely outside of the university. Groups may not us~ university funds
to assist their enterprises or use the
university name or logo for promotional
purposes.
Rules are set by lab professors Dr. VerI
Cox. McLuskie. Dr. Laurel Traynowicz
and Prof. G. Dawn Craner.
Craner, who also serve as consultants to the
enterprises.
" .
"We are creating an environment where
the students must become independent and
take some risks without the safety of
leaning on established organizations."
Craner says.
The relatively few restrictions of the
activity make it interesting because students
are able to brainstorm and have more
See COMMUNICATIONS on paRe 5
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Teach~rsstudy tnicrocotnputers

1·

by Val Mead.
The University News
About· 300 Boise area school teachers and
. administrators attended the third Microcomputer ,Corifere;neeat· BSU; Oct .. Z7~29.
The three-day event,sponsored
in part
by. the department 'of teacher education, is
designed to :p~omote fac'!1ty development
in·the Boise Vlilley, 'aCcOrding to Dewey
Dykstra, ..BSU physics. professor and conference presenter.
According, to keynote. speaker Gary
Bitter, professor of compu~er education at.
Arizona State University. learning about
computers is, necc:ssary:,bl:::public, school
because the'machineSBre'
constaritly
vadins' more aspects or'diliiy life.
..
Bitter also talked ' .about .computer
literacy problems; comparmg them to the
problems encoUntered ~uring the early era.
of the. automobile industry. Bitter said
some of the problems are that there; are too
few instructors to teach computer use,not
. enough software,
not enough trained
software producers,
and an <apathetic
public.'

in-

>

.' BSU Professor Dewey Dykstra conducting tbe "bands-on"
confereDce. Pboto by RusS P.Markus.·
.
. "
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portion of tbe microcomputer
.
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According to Dykstra, fewer people
A hands~on~~ikshopjn
the Arts and
conference workshop summed up the
attended the workshop sessions than at. the
Sciences Computer
Assisted Learning
experiences of the summer program and
second Microcomputer
Conference last
Center was especially
well attended,
illustrated some of the teaching problems
year, but the people who attended this yeai' ' according' to .Dykstra. with 30-35 people
associated with computers,. Dykstra said.
were better informed.
working on eight microcomputers; ,
Anne-credit course in the programming
"What we didn't have iriquantitYi we
,Dykstraalso
presented a session caIled
language LOGO, usually the firstlanguage
had in 9uality," Dykstra said:"They were.
"Surviving
a Summer
with MicrotaughUOprimary
students, was offered
more prepar~d toaskquestlOrlS
. and get
computers and Kids," .inwhich he talked'
byDr~MaiY
Wilson, but as of Oct. 27,
"l1irClCto .. . ". .'
.c)
..y~ ...
down to some details."
'. '.'
about the microcomputer
programming
according'to'conferen$:e organizer Wenden
'notonlyJron;.'Mwpeople;but'f(onlPc,oplc·
.. ,Teachersatten~edworkshopsessiof!s
on
school run in the College of Arts and
Waite. BSU teacher educa~ion professor,
wh,oihaveuseqit'befor¢/~.;ari~
governmetlkj.~ter~~~iye.y,idt:o
•. 1Dicrocon,lputet:grapIiics~·
Science~ last,sum!Jler.·
, only' sjx. peopie ·l:llld pre-tegi~teredfor
the
emploYnte~t:~~encit:~jn't~~.~~\ia;~W;.i!£S;';t~c.W,Q,$~d,~~iIl,isga~ive,.~ft_~.~siQglt~e..
:rb~ :~u~er
pr~gram, taught the pro,.
'c0u.,~$e:··,
'
" ..'.i.,~"··
·_Thedb:ectories,:~!Ul,\)epur,~~,al!edrt9m
•. ,~cl'o~~m~~t~f.:~s~;acade1111,£.,to~,. ··~q.r.4 gralDIIllng 'language~. ~O(J~. Pasc~ ~nd. ,',
: ':."> - .'
t~e;~lU'~er:J>l,¥I~n~,~<i,~Iac~me.p~
processl~~ "Wlt~: k~"sl.~.~<;lIil~uter ht~.r,cy ',.,; '.'Assem~le.r.tO, 285 JUIllor' high an~. ~lgh
.or:at·,t,he.:B~Y:~()_Ok:~~gre:-g,~'::.;(;;k,:;;:;~.'.;:p,(·
and, IIluS1ca.i\d~pr 'tt31tUng·;",
,>..
:':,' .,.',s~h~oL~lu.dent.S Qv~r~,a..:twQ.-JI!.Q~th
,p~rlod.

:C?f~e,,' .
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New research center
director
Richard Mabbutt, who has served as
project director for the Boise Future
Foundation for the last two years, has been
named director of the University Research.
Center at Boise State.
A native of, Shoshone, Mabbutt will
direct BSU's efforts to secure research
grants and contracts and establish closer
research ties with the state and community.
He will continue in his position with the
Boise Future Foundation, an organization
of area civic, business, and political leaders
which conducts carrying capacity studies of
the city.
Mabbutt taught political science at. BSU
for- five years. Prior to that he 'was
executive director of the community action
agency E1-Ada, Inc, In 1977 he directed the
Governor's Task Force on Local Government.
He received a bachelor's degree in
international relations and journalism and
a master's in political science from the
University of Kansas. In 1969 he received a
National Science Foundation fellowship to
study government at Harvard University.
o

Campus briefs :
Who's who
The 19~4 edition of Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and
Colleges will include the names of 12
students from Boise State University who
have been selected as national outstanding
campus leaders.
Campus nominating committees and
editors of the annual directory
have
included the names ofthese students based
on their academic achievemen, service to
the community"
leadership
in extracurricular
activities and potential
for
continued success.
Students named this year from BSU are:
Ms. Machelle L. Aaron, Ms. Dana R.
Bennett, Ms. Maribeth Sullivan Connell,
Mr. Scott A. Day, Ms. Nicolette M. De
Csipkay, Ms. MelissaA. Howarth, Mr. Jay
S. Jester, Mr. Richard K. Jung, Ms. Jennie
D. Rundell, Ms. Sunny D. Smallwood, Ms.
Deanna L. Weaver and Mr. Dennis E.
White.

~.
•
•

~

•

·,Capener.,::suziinhe,Ch~l~tin~en"tois

.:

;Coffin; Janell ,Po.~ell':burin, Vaierie A.

Anthropology club
trip
On Thursday, October 27, Dr. Donald
C. Johanson gave two talks at ISU. He is
the paleoanthropologist who in 1974 and
1975 discovered, respectively, 'Lucy' and
the 'First Family' in the Afar region of
Ethiopia.
Seven members of BSU's
Anthropology club and Dr. Kenneth Ames,
a professor of Anthropology at BSU,
attended these talks. At each talk the
professor gave a background of how the
expeditions were put together and the area
where the fossils were found, descriptions
of the fossils, and ihow they relate to
hominid evolution.
(submitted by Loretta J. Cannon)

Beta sigma gamma
charter memberships
Forty-one Boise State University students
were recently awarded charter membership
in the, BSU chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma,
the national business and administration
scholastic honor society.
The inductees were greeted in ceremonies
Oct.. 19 by Dr. Thomas E. Stitzel, Dean of
the BSU College of Business, and heard
remarks from Dr. Gunder King, dean of
the Pacific Lutheran University School of
Business Administration.
John Fery, chaiman of the board and
chief executive officer for Boise Cascade
Corp., gave the induction speech and
installed the chapter.
The new Beta Gamma Sigma -members
are: Barbara E. Apperson, Susan K. Bakes,
Ann Brannam, Brenda Brill, Melody

Dworak, Gordon Frasier, Deboreh Gainer,
Steve Hall, Stephanie Hargrove,
Jerri
Henr.y,Margaret
A.Heyl,
Melissa
Howarth, Darrell -JonescKirrr Jorgenson,
LindaS.Koloski,
Laura Newton, Janice
Oberrecht, Nita 'R:: Patten; Michelle A.
Pecora, Steve Rehn, Teresa Anne Sackman, Paula Smitchger, Ann Stott, Judy
Turner, Debbie Vis, Donald W. Wayne,
Kimberly Wayne,. James Woodall, and
Steven D. Wynn, all Boise.
.
, Brenda
Vance,
Caldwell;
Carla
Oestreich, Eagle; Alma M. Wertz, Glenns
Ferry; Perry L. Obendorf, Nampa; Mark
Holleron, San Diego, Calif.; Steven R.
Appleton, West Covina, Calif.; Pamela
Moore, Hartland, Wis.; Frances Chi Chui
Fung, Hong Kong.
BSU College of Business faculty who are
members of Beta Gamma Sigma are Drs.
Susan Brender, Norm Gardner, Ed Gill,
Dave Groebner, Emerson Maxson, Jerold
Millier, Gordon Pirrong, and Tom Stitzel.

Speakers bureau
booklet available
A 1983-84 Speakers Bureau booklet'
listing Boise State University faculty and
staff members who are willing to speak to
organizations on a variety of topics is now
available at the BSU Office of News
Services .
The booklet includes the names of 150
BSU personnel who can speak to civic
organizations, churches, schools and clubs.
Their topics include religion and public
schools, the effects of nuclear weapons,
hypnotism, the UFO phenomena,
professional opportunities in mathematics and
computers, prison reform, women's issues,
environmental quality in Boise, and many
others.
To obtain a free copy of the booklet,
telephone 385-1562, or write to BSU News
Services, 1910 University Drive, Boise,
Idaho 83725.
'

While other brewers continue to
sell beer by the ounce, we sell it
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input, Michas says.
As promoters, Riverside Productions pay
.initial expenses for a band, rents the
building and pays the advertising. Anything
over that is profit, which is one of the main
objectives of the lab. The enterprises are
judged to be successes or failures based on
the amount of money they earn.
Riverside Production's first venture was
to hire the band "Ocean" to play at the
Mardi Gras on Sept. 16. Members of the
production company handed out flyers to
advertise the event.
Since the firm's operating capital at that
time totalled only $110, the company
arranged to cover costs such as paying the
band after the event. Michas says the
arrangement was risky, but that it was a
"calculated risk." .
The success of the first venture put the
organization on firmer financial ground,
however. "The key to our success was ,
getting right off the button," Michas says.
He also stresses that the dedication of the
members of Riverside Productions was a
contributing factor to the group's' success.
Riverside Productions has been able to
overcome
obstacles
that could have
brought their operation to a standstill. "We
have not had a problem yet. We have
conquered all tasks," Napier says.
Project participants are motivated by
more than grades. Any profits may be kept
by members of the production company.
That adds another dimension 10 the
project. Each group must deal with the
Internal Revenue Service.
Some groups have chosen to work for
charities. Michas believes that is an "easy
out." It involves "minimal risk" and
"minimal return," he says.
"It doesn't hurt us to jump out on a
ledge, if we feel we can reach the other
side," Michassays,
Michas also believes Riverside Productions has worked because Boise, as a town;
needs to have somebody shake things up." •
"Same bands, same bars, get relatively
boring," Napier says, noting Riverside
Productions is drawing a wider variety of
people to clubs which offer more variety in
their acts.
The company has begun using radio
advertising on QI04 to promote its efforts.
A huge banner and word-of-mouth advertising also are used,
Riverside Productions also will sponsor
TheMystics at the Mardi Gras on Nov. 19.
The lab is scheduled to end Nov. 22, but
Riverside Productions may not go out of
business then. Michas believes that more
than half of the members will continue with
the organization.
Long-range plans include a Christmas
jazz concert and publication of an 18month calendar.'
•
. The calendar, titled "The Men of Boise
State," will consist of "straight-forward,
good-looking guys - nothing seductive,"
according to Napier. The calendar will be
hotographed in black and white.
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Help a friend getthraugh
the day with aut a cigarette,
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$2.00 'Pitchers
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continued from page 3

starting on that once Idaho Association of
are a couple of areas where we just figured
Commerce and Industry comes out with
conservatively - there were also some
their recommendations.
groups that ended up with money left over
Q: What are the issues facing ASnSU right
at the end of the year and that money came
now?
back (to ASBSU).
, A: In the past, ASBSU has had a loan fund
Q: What other goals do you have?
that has been available to student groups.
A: We are in the process of setting up
Unfortunately, it wasn't fully implemented
meetings with groups that are affiliated
ever. We would give a group $2,000 and ask
with ASBSU to let them know what we
them to pay it back, and at the end of
have to offer, - what we're currently
the year the treasurer would go out, the
working on, - and get feedback from them
leaders from that group would be gone and
on parking, tuition, the Pavilion, on
we would never see the money, again. I
whatever they want to talk about. I think
think the loan fund has been repealed by
most people don't realize that the size of
the Senate but I'm asking that they put it in
the budget we have and the impact that we
place again but put some restrictions and
can have on student committees.
guidelines with it because I think it is
Our lobbying efforts are being increased
important that we have that available to the
this year we're attempting to put
student groups;- ,"'. ,'-"
...'together a notebook that will list key
legislators and their voting records - a
The main thing that our administration is
working on is our budgeting process, which i little bit about their background - and will
has been painful for anyone working on it.
hope to pass that notebook on to the next
lobbyists 'so that they can build some kind
We'll try to get some feed back (from each
student organization), and some reactions I of a foundation.
Q: Isn't one of the most difficult things in a
to the way they have been treated, the:
problems they've seen with the system of I student organization establishing contibudgeting and any inequities that.' nuity?
A: When we go to the SnOE or the State
they've felt. Then we'll take any suggestions they have about how it would work , Legislature or even to our own adminstrabetter.
tion one of our problems is that we have'
such a high turnover rate.
Q: Last spring you had little money and this
Another is that we have such a problem
fall when I got a list of your available funds
you had 555,000 or so left. What happened
getting students to serve on committees.
in the summer •• did you get a different
There are so many committees right now
that have openings needing to be filled
report in?
weeks' ago - but we don't have the
A: Yes, basically there was a difference. We
students that are interested or that know
count on a 'certain amount of revenue from
enough to be interested - so that gives us a
student fees based on a projection of how
bad name with the administration or the
many students we'll have, We get an
interest allocation each year from. our
faculty who say, "Hey, you wanted student
monies -'- I can't remember all the specifics
input, we gave you a position, and where
- of how we ended up with more money
are your students?"
than we thought we were going to. There

EAR~~
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Communications -

Asnsu President Deanna Weaver: "There are so many committees with openings that the
administration or faculty say 'Hey,you wanted student Input, we gave you a position, and
where are your students?' " Photo by Russ P. Markus.

"On NoY.17th,
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Deanna Weaver, current ASBSU presi,dent spoke with The University News
reporter Josephine Jones about her work as
student representative.
Q: What's your major?
A: My major is political science. I graduate
in May - provided I get the three classes I
need this next semester.
Q: What experience in student government
do you have?
A: ASBSU president
this year, vicepresident last year, senator the year before
that, and I've been an Associated Students
of Idaho (ASI) delegate for the' last four
years. I'm the only charter member left in
that group.
Q: What is the purpose of ASI?
A: To be a state-wide voice for students.
ASI started four years ago when the student
presidents of each one of the colleges in
Idaho (LCSC and the three universities) got
together. This was at a time when- the state
was seriously considering implementing
tuition. Basically it started out as a group
that was concerned mainly about tuition.
They felt like they needed some kind of a
statewide cohesive group of student leaders
to represent students' needs and concerns
- not just based on each institution but
based on higher education as a whole and
so they formed the group called the
Associated Students of Idaho. The Board
of Directors is made up of the President
and theVice President, asenator, and a
student-at-large
from each of the four
institutions - so there are 16 members on
the board.
The student representatives from BSU
are myself, ASBSUvice-president
Richard
Jung, Steve Jackson from the senate, Iran
Cheshire is student-at-large, and Mike Cruz
is the alternate.
Q: What are ASl's current goals?
A: One of the long term goals we have is to
get some kind of student representation on,
the StateBoard of Education (SBOE):
:We attempted to do something of this
nature a couple of years ago and really got
nowhere because they. said that it takes
SBOE members (who are appointed for five
year terms) two to three years before they
actually know enough tohave an impact on
the Board. If we can just get a recent
graduate who is an ex-officio member - I
think we will be making progress.
making progress.
Keeping up with all the kinds of
legislation state-wide that ,affect' higher
education and trying to have a say and an
impact on that legislation is another goal.
Q: Who is the lobbyist this year? .
A: Iran Cheshire. There's a public relations
committee that's concerned with ge~ting,the
word out to the students that ASI does exist
and what we're trying to' accomplish, and
we're going to be working on a news letter.
Q: Is there anything going on with tuition
right now?
A: I'm sure that there are legislators that
are just waiting to get into session' to get
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Boise's new
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Volume
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Boise, Idaho
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Deli Sandwiches
Salads
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• Wide selection
.. Charming atmosphere
• Phone and mail order
service available.
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.Major says ROTC trains leaders, not killers
by Kelly ,Everitt
The University News

J'

A highly flexible program leading to a
wide variety of career opportunities marks
the Reserve Officer Training
Corps
· (ROTC) program at BSU.
Participants in the program do not
always wind up on active duty and some
· students can take the program without any
military commitment at all being required
upon completion of the four-year program.
ROTC is not a program in which
participants are taught to kill. They are
taught to lead, according to Maj. Earl
Steck, adviser/commander
of the BSU
program.
Furthermore,
the program
stresses academic standing in regular classes
at BSU, he says.
If a student receives his commission and
an appointment to active service he will be
expected to be able to use his head, his
academic training, and from his. officer
basic training to get refined expertise in
his career field and in leadership, Steck
says.
Receiving a baccalaureate' degree from
the regular curriculum
on .carnpus is
crucial, Steck says, and academic standing,
in addition to the student's standing in
ROTC courses, is.a major factor when the
military services select which students will
be allowed to receive active-duty assignments.
The academic, standing, along. with the
military's need and the student's request
for assignment, also is a crucial component
in determining which branch of the service
(such as armor, .signals or supply management) the studentwill enter as a career.
Most ROTC graduates choose noncombat branches for duty assignments.
Only a few are capable of handling the
rigors and stress of leading combat troops,
,Steck notes. , '
.'
..,'
, Academic "standIng isimp,o~taiit; 'sieck,' .
says, because "we want people' who cancompete, who have shown the capability to'
make' a commitment and be successful at
it. We want people who can think."
, ROTC classes may satisfy some elective
requirements
for the student's
baccalaureate degree. The content of several
ROTC courses, especially those regarding
management and leadership, also may
resemble similar "mainstream"
academic
courses.
The difference, Steck says, "is that while
the business school, for example, may teach
the same principles .of leadership, the
application is different. Do you lead a
business into high risk situations? .Probably
not. But in the military, certainly. There is
a uniqueness that way.
"In addition, while we teach the theory
(of leadership and management in class),
we also spend a great deal of time in
practical application of what vie teach. We
prepare them (the students) specifically to
meet the' challenges of leadership."
That preparation includes a lot of outside
activities, but Steck .says the program is
reducing the number of activities in which
students can be involved. "We're finding·
that some students do too much ROTC and
not enough academics.
But they are
students first and their academic standing
takes priority," he says.
ROTC classes may be taken by students
who have no interest in joining the military
at all, but who simply want some of the
specialized coursework available, such as
navigatlon; leadership, world affairS and
military history. Such students are called
"non-contract" students.
.
Those who do intend, at least at rust. to
make the military a career, generally are
contract students. A variety of financial aid
is available to contr~ctstudents while in
school, including scholarships,' allowances ,
for students enrolled in advanced ROTC
courses. ,and payment' for attending
summer camps.
At the end of 'their sophomore year,
continuing
contract students. sign the
papers .'obligating .themselves to future
military service. That does not mean that
they necessarily will go on active duty upon
· graduation and Commissioning' as second
netitenants; .'

When signing the papers the student has
the option of competing for an active-duty.
assignment, or selecting options to satisfy
his .or her military, commitment in either
the National Guard or the Reserve.
For the first time since the BSU program
began in 1977, scholarship students .this
year also have those full range of options.
In the past, they automatically were given
consideration for active duty and most
received active-duty appointments in their
field of 'choice;
..
The lesser National Guard and Reserve
options, however, allow a student to accept
a civilian job offer that may be more
attractive than an active duty assignment,
while still satisfying his or her military
commitment to the service of their nation.
• Students who seek active-duty assignments, but fail to receive them because of a
lack of openings in the service they are
hoping to join, or. because of poor
performance in academic or ROTC classes,
may be placed in one of three other
commitment categories - active Reserve,
National Guard, or inactive Reserve (where
there are no regular requirements to attend

training camps, courses or weekend duty
assignments).
Slightly less than half of all ROTC
graduates will. choose and receive active
duty assignments. "We (the military) have.
been very successful in keeping lieutenants" in the military when their initial
enlistment. expires, Steck says, so there are
fewer openings for active-duty assignments. It now takes about 36 months for
promotion to captain, compared to 24
. months several years ago. That means more
lieutenants stay lieutenants longer.
"We- still want the others (those not
selected for active duty) available,' Steck
says, but the military prefers to be picky
about who .leads its men and devotes the
most interest and effort in obtaining the
best men (or women) possible, he says.
With hard' work and a little luck, the
future for students who choose the military _
as a career is relatively bright. 90. per. cent of all lieutenants make" captain and
°S7 percent of all capfaiilsmfIKc"iliiijor. Tfie-'
majority of generals in the U;S. military are
ROTC graduates.
In most cases, generals do not achieve

their rank unless they have commanded
large bodies of troops of at least regimental
(or its equivalent) size. Although a number
of officers rise to ranks sufficient to qualify
them to command troops, such command
assignments and subsequent promotion to
the rank of general are fairly rare. As a
result, the career peak for most officers is
to achieve the rank of lieutenant colonel or
colonel.
A second lieutenant earns $18,000 a year
to start and a lieutenant colonel will make
.about twice that. In addition, a large
number of benefits provided to members of
the military result in a cost of living that is
lower than in the civilian economy.
After 20 years of service. an officer will
retire on a pension equal to 50 percent of
his base pay. At present rates. a lieutenant
colonel retiring after 20 years of military
service would receive a pension of $1,300 a
month. After 30 years of service the
pension climbs to 75 percent of base pay.
"The fuilitlfry'iScreTiilitelyan
option
people should look at" for a career, Steck
says.
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Printmakers'
Exhibit, Boise Cascade
Headquarters,
One Jefferson
Square,
through Nov. 18, free.
Scottish Drum Corps, The Black Watch,
regimental band of Her Majesty's Scots
Guards, Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.

Friday, November 11
Veterans Day
SPB Film, Angi Vera, Ada Lounge,
SUB, 7 p.rn., tickets $1, for BSU students
and personnel, $2.50 general.
Folklore Society Concert, Chris Proctor,
folk fingerstyle guitarist, 720 W. Washington, 8 p.m., tickets $4 general, $3 for IPS
members, seniors and children under 12.
Gourmet Buffet Supper, to benefit the
Idaho Epilepsy League, Ron Twilegar
home, 1205 N. 11th, catered by Le Poulet
Rouge, reservations requested, 344-4340.

Friday, November 11
'.
8:00p.m.
The Way We Were, Barbra
Streisand, •Robert Redford, Bradford Dill, man. Unlikely love and' marriage of two
people with totally different lifestyles, set
against the turbulent 1940's,KTRV-12.
Saturday, November 12
8:00 p.m. The Missouri Breaks, Marlon
Brande, Jack Nicholson, Randy Quaid.
Horse theives harass Montana ranchers
who call in a "regular" to dispose of the
outlaws, KTRV-12.
Sunday, November 13
1:00 p.rn. Nature, "On the Tracks of the
Wild Otter," KAID-4.
7:00 p.rn, The Making of a Continent,
"The Great Basin and the Lava Plains,"
earthquakes and volcanoes millions of
years ago produced the scenery of the
American Southwest, KAID-4.
8:00 p.m. For Your Eyes Only, Roger
Moore, Carole Bouquet, Topol, Lynn
Holly-Johnson. A British communications
ship sinks in the Mediterranean,
and
Bond and the daughter 'of an English
archeologist
must destroy the coding
equipment before the Russians 'get to it,
KIVI-6.
Monday, November 14
9:00 p.m, Great Performances: The Life
of Verdi, Verdi begiils"Rigoletto,"
cornpletes "La Traviata," and has an historic
meeting with Napoleon III, KAID-4.
Tuesday, November 15
9:00 p.m. Vietnam: A Television History, "Tet, 1968," and "Vietnamizing the
War (1968-1973)," KAID-4.
F

Saturday, November 12
Beaux Arts Societe Arts for Christmas
Sale, Boise Gallery of Art, 10 a.m, to 5
p.m, through Nov. 19.
Mrs. Idaho Contest, preliminary to Mrs.
America Pageant, Capital High School,
7:30 p.m., tickets $5 adults, $2.50 children,
available at John Robert Powers, Scruples,
Horizons,
First Impressions,
0' AIIesandro's and Karcher Mall.

Wind ensemble to play Wednesday
The Treasure Valley Wind Ensemble will
present a concert Wednesday, Nov. 16, at 8:15
p.m. in the BSU Music Auditorium. Admission
is free.
The concert willopen with Louis Herold's
;" Zarnpa Overture" and Andrew Makris' "The
Aegean Festival." Also on the program is
Maurice Ravel's "Mother Goose Suite" and
Kennith Alford's "Eagle Squadron March."
William Patrick, a charter member of the
ensemble and an instrumental music specialist

for the Boise Public Schools, will be the guest
soloist. He will perform Gordon Jacob's
"Fantasia for Euphonium and Band."
Another charter member, Terry Stone, will
conduct the band in Rossini's "Barber of Seville
Overture. "
Stone is the band director at the College of
Idaho and Caldwell HighSchool, Conducting
the performance will be Melvin L. Shelton, '
band director at BSU.

Wednesday, November 16
8:00 p.m. Don't Eat the Pictures: Sesame
Street at the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
KAID-4.

Radio rave

]

Sunday, November 13
SPB film, Angi Vera, Ada Lounge, SUB,
7 p.m., tickets $1 for BSU students and
personnel, $2.50 general.

P

Thursday, November 10
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Clarence
Gatemouth Brown, One More Mile, KBSU- '.
FM, 91.3~

F

'"

ge

S(

Oratorio Concert, Mendelssohn's
St.
Paul, 4 p.m. .St. Michael's Cathedral, free.
I

Monday, November 14
BSU Baccalaureate Nursing Honor Society, first ceremony and induction, St.
Luke's Anderson Center, 7 p.m,

Wednesday, November .16
Play Opening, No Sex Please, We're
British, SPEC, tickets $4, curtain 8: 15 p.m,
Band Concert, Treasure Valley Wind
Ensemble, Music Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.,
free.
Accounting Presentation; "An Introduction to the Internal Revenue Service," 6:30
p.m., fifth floor, Federal Building.
YWCA .Working Women's Breakfast,
Helen Huff, director of Idaho Refugee'
Services, discusses refugee resettlement in
the state, 7 a.m., continental breakfast,
$2.50, meal reservations requested by Nov.
14 at 343-3688, program ends by 8 a.m.

, Top tube'
Thursday,'Novem..er
10 ,
.
8:00 p.m, Sadat, part II, Louis Gossett,
Jr.sBarry Morse, John Rhys-Davies.Life
story'of Egypt's late president and world
leader, KTRV~12.
' ,

b:

Friday, November 11
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Nils Lofgren, Nils Lofgren, (lst solo), KBSU-FM,

917~OO p.m,

Rock Music
Jarreau, KFXD-FM, 95.

Special,

Al

Sunday, November 13
11:00 p.rn, Off the Record Special, The
Motels, I hr. KBBK-FM, 92 .•
Monday, November 14
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, The Police,
Outlandos DeAmour, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Tuesday, November 15
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Various
Artists, The History of Surf Music, Part I,
KBSU-FM, 91.3.

Wednesday, November 16
5:00 p.m, Afterwork
Special,
Michaels, 5th, KBSU-FM, 91.3.

Lee

~n sfage
The Bar: Strato and Carlos ' .
Bouquet: Connie and the Rhythm Method
. Pengilly's: John Pickens and Johnny Shoes
Red Lion-Downtowner: OoLaLa
Rusty Harpoon: Larry Younger Band
Sandpiper: T. Robert
Tom Grainey's: Steve Eaton and Mike
WendlIng.
Tub Pub: VISitor
Wbisk~y ~ver: Lights

aJ

YWCA breakfast, lunch to discuss varied topics
YWCA November programs will cover topics
as varied as dentistry and refugees.
The Working Women's Breakfast, on
Wednesday, Nov. 16, will feature Helen Huff,
director of Idaho Refugee Services, in a
discussion ofrefugee resettlement in the state.
The program starts at 7 a.m. and will end by 8
a.m, A continental breakfast is available for
$2.50. Meal reservations must be made by Nov.
14 at the YWCA front desk or by calling

343-3688. Morning coffee is free.
Pam Powell, D.D.S., will be featured at the
Brown-Bagger Lunch discussion on Friday,
Nov. 18. Powell, until recently the only female
dentist practicing in Idaho, will discuss her
experiences and new developments in her field.
The program starts ,at noon and ends at I
p.rn, Participants are encouraged to take a sack
lunch, but a soup and bagel lunch will be
available for $2.50.

Fundraiserdrawing
The American Cancer Society, in conjunction

. with The Great American Smokeout, is holding
a fundraising drawing on Thursday, Nov. 17. A
suggested $1 donation buzs a chance to win one
of twelve prizes.
Prizes include six months of cable T. V.
services from United Cable, a trip for two to
Elko, Nevada, a $20 gift certificate to
,
Albertson's and a $20 gift certificate to Angell's
Bar and Grill.
Donations will be taken Nov. 7-17 from 11:30
a.m. to 3 p.m, in the SUB,and the drawing will
beheld at 12:30 p.m, Thursday, Nov. i7.

British corps to play
The Black Watch, a pipe and drum corps
from the British regimental band of Her
Majesty's Scots Guards, will perform in the
Pavilion on Thursday, Nov. 10. '
Tickets' are $8.50 and $6.50, with a $2
discounffor senior citizensand students. The
performance begins at 7;30 p.m..
.

Annual 'Arts forChristma
The Beaux Arts Societe's annual Arts for
Christmas Sale opens Friday, Nov. 12, at the
'Boise Gallery of Art.
.Items for sale include toys, books, art,
jewelry, and Christmas decorations and
ornaments. Most items are handmade by .
, artisans all overthe West."
. .
•
The sale.will 0l:'CD daily from 10 a.m. t05
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by Edith Decker
The University News
What is an education anyway? Is it
knowing everything or talking about
"important" things or writing essays with a
good thesis?
That is the question faced by Michael
Caine and Julie Walters in the wonderfully
comic film Educating Rita.
Rita (Walters) is a terrifically earthbound, candid arid unpolished British girl
who wants an education. Frank Bryant
(Caine) is her burned-out, alcoholic tutor.
The story involves Rita's drive and need
for an education, at all costs. She is from a
lower-class family whose most important
criteria for a good daughter is that, she
marry young and have children.
Rita, however, wants to find herself first
and runs headlong into Bryant, a literature
professor who has a bottle behind every
book on his shelves and who is taken back
by Rita's humor, spark and attention to
details that he'd forgotten had existed in his
cultured, polished circle.
The clash becomes a hilarious confrontation of cultures, thanks to the biting
screenplay by William Russell and excellent
comic timing on the parts of Caine and
Walters.
Caine ultimately is overcome by Walters
and consents to tutor her for the university
examinations.
As, Caine had feared,
Walters loses her "uniqueness"
as she
becomes an "educated" student and they'"
: begin to grow apart.

Folk guitarist, composer to perform
'Chris Proctor, a folk guitarist, composerartd-';;l'<'-Prb'c[~;s
guitar pieces, almost all of which
performer from Salt Lake City, will perform
, are original or originally arranged, are played
Friday, Nov. l lth, 8:00 p.m. at 720 W.
on both six- and twelve-string guitars. He often
Washington St. in Boise. Prices are $4 for
uses a bottleneck slide.
general admission and $3 for IFS members,
Proctor won the 1982 National Fingerpicking
senior citizens and children.
Guitar Championship in Winfield, KA, and has
Proctor's style draws from a varied
released an album of original compositions
background of blues, ragtime, Irish, traditional
entitled, Runoff, on Kicking Mule Records.
and contemporary folk.

Movies
The film relies on several memorable
scences, both dramatic and comic, to fully
use the talents of its stars. There is a scene
in which Denny, Rita's husband, admirably
played by Malcolm Douglas, finds that Rita
has been on the pill in order to complete her
education without becoming pregnant. He
promptly burns her school books, exemplifying the attitude of her entire family and
social background.
Another scene in which Caine, drunk
because Rita doesn't need him anymore
and is even beginning to disapprove of his
behavior, wanders from place to place
looking for her.
A confrontation scene in the nightclub
where Rita works is also dramatically
memorable as was a drunken Bryant falling
from the lecturn reciting .Rita's old
euphamisms.
, The film was completely sans sex and yet
completely entertaining.
Produced ana
directed by Lewis Bilbert, it was filmed
entirely in Ireland.
The baroque theme of the film played on
a modern keyboard added to the combination of new and old.
'
Educating Rita mertits applause for its
actors, Caine and Walters, its wit, its
message, and most of all for itself.

Author Tesich to speak
Steve Tesich, author of the Academy
Award-winning screenplay, Breaking Away,
will appear as a part of the Artists and Writer's
Series in the SUB Ada Lounge on Thursday,
'
Nov. 17, at 8 p.m,
Tesich also has written the screenplays Four
Friends and Eyewitness, the screen adaptation
of The World According to Gorp, and the novel
Summer Crossing. The film Pour Friends will be
shown at 3 p.m. on Nov. 17 in LA 106. The
lecture and films are free and open to the public.

BSU theatre presents British comedy

Film comes to Boise
Film's that don't come to Boise will present
The Grey Fox, Sunday, Nov. 20 at 5 p.m. and 8
p.m, in the SPEC. There will be a wine
reception from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m, at the
American Legion Hall, for moviegoers,
including hors d'oeuvers and entertainment.
In the film, Bill Miner, "the Gentleman
Bandit" is released in 1901 after s~ding
33
years in San Quentin. He continues iill;
profession, but has to come to grips with a
world that has changed while he has not.
Tickets are $5 for the movie and teception, $4
for the movie onlYiand are available in advance
at Boise Co-op, Hyde :park, SUB Ullion
Station, Budget Tapes and Records,
D'AlIesandro'~, 'Finders Keepers and Volume
One

as Sale' opens Saturday
p.m, through Nov. 19, and will be open until 9
p.m. on Nov. 16 and 18.
There also will be.a special preview for
members of the gilllery on Friday, Nov. II,
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m., which will include, ,
refreshments'. All Proceeds from the sale will go
to the Boise Gailery of Art.
'

BookStonl.

'

"

No SeX, Please, We're British,will
be
1972 fora six month pre-Broadway run.
presented Nov. 16 through 19 by the BSU
The 1973 New, York production was
theatre arts department. Tickets are $4
short-lived, but outside of the New York
general admission, " $2 students, senior,
critics' range, the play became a popular
citizens and BSO personnel, available at the
comedy.
'
BSU box office, open 3 p.m. to 6 p.m,
BSU theatre arts student Randy Wentweekdays,
phone 385-1462. All perworth has been cast in the lead role of the
formances of the fast-paced British farce
husband Peter Hunter.
will be in the Special Events Center at 8:15
Opposite
Wentworth
will be Karen
. p.m,
'law-Smith, a graduate student in theatre
'No
Please, We're British is the story
arts, as Frances Hunter.
of. a young bride. and her husband, an
Other cast members include Boiseans
assistant bank manager, who become'
'DaVid law-Smith
as Leslie Bromhead,
innocently
involved in a mail order
Paul Totten as Mr. Needham,
Kelli
pOrno'suaDhv rina,
"
"
Quintieri as the delivery person, Lorean
The wife sends an order to 'what 'she ' Davis as Susan and Tara Blanton as
believes to, be a Scandanavian glassware
Barbara.
,
company, but instead receives a deluge of
John Priester IV, will be themaiIman's
pornographic photos, books and films.' The
voice;, Edward .Reagan, ,Superintendent
plot thickens when her husband's mother,
Paul; John Makujina as Brian Runnicles;
boss and, bank inspector drop in to visit the
Sand)' ,Cavanagh as, Eleanor .Hunter; and
couple.
' , . ',
Kathy Farris as jhe bank girl's voice.
The play, Written by Anthony Marriott
Directing the production will be BStJ
, andAlistairFoot, opened in London in professor .of theatre artS,Dr.Wmiam
1971 and became the second- longest
Shankweiler, Assisting bim.bebindthe
running play in London history. It .toured
stage will be students Pam Dejong and
18,countries in the next two years, arriving
Nancy Berger.
in the United StatC$ during the summer of

sex,
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~t!()rts & fitness
Hall of fame athletes honored

BSU Broncos In' action against ISp Bengals during the homecoming game, Photo by
Teresa Tamura.

Bronco homecoming a winner
by Steve Woyr.hlck
The University News

Choates pass.
Last week Webster was named cooffensive player of the week (along with
Last week saw the Broncos earn a
Idaho State's Paul Peterson). He carried
regionally-televised 32-20 Homecoming win
the ball 32 times for 159 yards, and caught.
. over the nationally-ranked
Idaho State
five passes for 57 yards in the Bronco's
Bengals.
. 38-27 win over Weber State. It was
'. The Broncos were. led by freshman.
Webster's tenth lOO-yard game of his career
quarterbackHaszen
Choates who turned in
and his third this season.
his best performance to date.
The Boise State Broncos will be looking
Choates went to the air 25 times for 16
for a fourth straight Big Sky Conference
completions, including five to Kim Metcalf
victory on.Saturday, .Nov. 12, when they
for 77 yards, and three to tight end Donnie
meet the Northern Arizona University
Summers for 105 yards. In all, the first-year
Lumberjacks in their last home game this
signal-caller compiled 356 yards in passing
year.
before being relieved by junior Gerald
Last year the Lumberjacks defeated the
DesPres late in the game.
Broneos 30-14 in Flagstaff, so the Broncos
Senior Tony Massagli had a busy day,
will be seeking revenge.
too, kicking three field goals and adding
While NAU is coming off a 40-10 loss to
: three more PAT's. The Bronco placekicker
the University of Idaho, it also should be
is currently second in Big Sky Conference
remembered that they are the team that
scoring with 71 points, Massagli's 15 field
surprised the University of Nevada-Reno
goals this season make him tied with ISU's
41-38 two weeks ago.
.
Perry Larson for the Big Sky Conference
The Lumberjacks are currently 2~ inthe
lead in field goals. .
. ..'
.. . Big SIcYConference and 4-5 overall.
.
Senior Rodney Webster also had a big
The Broncos will be playing at home for
day, rushing 23 times for 90 yards.
the second consecutive week for the second
time this year. .
.
Webster's performance was high-lighted by
an 80-yard touchdown run on a Haszen

Six individuals, including three national
champions, were inducted into the BSU
.Athletic Hall of Fame on Friday, Nov. 4, at
a special dinner/banquet,
On Saturday, the inductees also 'were
honored at halftime of the BSU-ISU
football game.
Curt Flischer,
Bill Peterson,
Bud
Johnson, Elaine Elliott, Dick Nelson, and
Dr. Richard Gardnerare are the latest
additions to the newly formed Hall of Fame
at BSU.
.
Flischer, Peterson, and Johnson were
automatic selections by virtue of their
national championships, while Nelson and
Elliott were chosen for their outstanding
acheivement on and off the field during
their stint at Boise Junior College and BSU.
Gardner was selected to a special
membership in the Hall of Fame because of
his tremendous contribution to the BSU
athletic program as the team doctor for the
past 25 years.
Flischer won the National Junior College
Athletic Association (NJCAA) national
championship in the 220-yard low hurdles
while competing for the BJC track and field
team. F1ischer was also the Intermountain
Collegiate Athletic Conference OCAC)
champion in 1959 and 1960 in the hurdles.
.Peterson, a two-time conference (ICAq
champion wrestler lit BJC, was undefeated
as II Bronco. He compiled 40 wins against
no losses' during the 1962 and 1963
campaigns. In 1963, he won his 117-pound
weight class at the NJCAA national
tournament, For his efforts, Peterson was
selected as a first team All-American in
1963:Johnson also was an outstanding wrestler
at BJC. He went undefeated, compiling 40
consecutive wins without a loss. He won
two straight ICAC crowns at 190-pounds
and took top honors in his weight class at
the NJCAA tournament that year. Johnson
was an All-American in 1963.
Elliott is the first woman to be inducted
. into the'BSU' Hall
Fame. She'was'a
four-year starter on Boise State's women's
basketball team from 1974-1977. She was
selected to the NCWSA All-Star team each
year a vote was taken. Elliott set the single

of

game, single season, and career assist
record at BSU. She is now the head
women's basketball coach at the University
of Utah in Salt Lake City.
.
Nelson was one of the key individuals in
the . birth of the Boise State football
tradition.
An offensive and defensive
tackle, Nelson was a first-team
AlIAmerican in 1947. It is believed that he was
the first All-American at BJC. As captain
of that 1947 team, the Broncos went 9-0,
which was also the first season for new
head coach Lyle Smith. In 1948, Nelson
and the Broncos went undefeated (9-0) for
a second straight year. He was the. Most
Valuable Player on the team in both 1947
and 1948.
.
Gardner never attended BJC or BSC, but
his contribution to athletics at Boise State is
no less spectacular. He is in his 25th season
as the team doctor at BSU. He joined the
team in 1958 after moving to Boise from
Portland,
where he had finished his
residency.

.

.

Sports briefs

,

Volleyball
The Bronco volleyball team will play its
final two matches of the regular season on
the road this weekend. when they face the
Idaho State Bengals on Nov. 11 and Weber
State the following night.
Following the matches, the spikers will
compete in a two-day Mountain West
Athletic
Conference
Championship
tournament Nov. 18-19.
The Broncos, currently in third place in
the MWACstandings, defeated ISU (13-15, .
12-15, 15-11, 15-5, 15-4) and Weber State
(8-15, 15-6,16-14, 15-10) earlier this year at
the Pavilion.
Monday night, Nov. 7, the spikers took
on Portland State University in a key
MWAC'battle. The Vikings are in second
place, directly above the Broncos in
conference standings. Results of the. match
were unavailable at press time.
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Pre ..tegistration- the thing-with lines
by Edith Decker
The University News
Have you ever considered the enormous
hullaballou involved in getting a little piece
of paper, marked off in triangular segments, a cheap newsprint book and an
official professorial okey-dokey? It's time
you did.
The.key to all this is standing in line. In
other words, being extremely patient,
understanding and obedient.
It should be obvious from this descrip.tion that only golden retrievers have any
luck in pre-registration.
Step number one concerns getting all the
necessary paperwork. Line number uno.
You now have the cheap newsprint book,
filled indiscriminately with glossy ads for
any and all of the armed forces, the cute
little worksheet that you inevitably scratch
or write over on something so it comes
through on the under' sheets, and the
official computer jobbie that reminds us
all of taking the Iowa Basic Skills Test all
over again.
Now comes the fun part - figuring out
your schedule.
Start with the weirdest class you're
taking and work to the most average.
You will notice that, no matter who you
are or what you're taking all the classes you
want are never the ones you end up with.
The reason for this involves conflict. If
your welding class il' at 10:40, I'll lay odds
that the required class for your horticulture
major is at 10:40 too.
It's a simple fact of life - you can't have
everything, so take the class you'll have
more fun with. Bag horticulture and go for
the gusto.
You'll also notice that once you have all

Enter line number three - turning all the
paperwork back to the registrar.,
The whole thing with lines is that if you
get in the wrong line, that is, the A through
G line and your name is Zimmerman, you
have to go back. Of course, the lady who
has your line, and has had it since 1952,
must recite the alphabet to herself before
she finds your name. The 'whole process is
then. repeated for your first name. Since
,several of these people think
that
"elemenohpee" is one letter and not 1, m,
n,
p, ·if your name. begins with these
letters you could be in trouble .
, Now that you've turned your schedule in
- you WAIT. This involves no lines but
includes the same, patient, dog-like state of
mind you had in the beginning.
Now.-when you get your schedule, since
'half the school wanted to' take that stupid
class in Oriental history and since your
advisor won't let you get away with not
taking it, you have to go to the drop/add
session.
If you thought the lines were long when
they extended the length of the Administration Building, wait till you see the
snakes of people in the parking lot waiting
for more little forms and cards and waiting
to turn them in.
You will swear that everyone who ever
stood in a line, anywhere in the world since
1902, is standing in the same line you are.
When it's all over and the alphabet has
been recited for the six billionth time and
peace reigns on the planet again, you can
comfort yourself with the thought that you
won't have to go through it all again for at
least a few months.
So, chin up, don't cut or your life could'
be in danger and, when you get depressed,
think of the poor fools behind you.

0:

Illustration by Erik Payne.
the classes lined up, despite the fact that
you ended up taking Alpine Skiing and you
spent your entire life in Hawaii, you'll
notice that you didn't leave yourself a lunch
hour. Bag something unimportant,
like
English. Lit. Who needs to know about
dead poets anyway?
When it's all over you have a schedule
that includes welding, alpine skiing,
intermediate Spanish (despite the fact that
beyond adios and pina colada you can't
speak Spanish), sewing I and an honors
seminar.
Line number two concerns waiting for
your advisor to give an official "eeyitsokay" to your masterpiece of scheduling.
Tough luck if your particular prof isn't in

the' office when you're out of class. Of.
course, your advisor is also the most
popular one and you end up waiting for
three hours outside his office until it's your
turn; or until there aren't anything but
wimps left who aren't pushy enough to cut
in line.
Provided your loving advisor, who
doesn't know you from Ghandi's cow,
pronounces
okey-dokey
over
your
schedule, you go on to turn it in.
On the other hand, if your advisor
wouldn't let you by without a class in
Oriental history (just because he's a history
professor)
you have to find another
worksheet and try again. Tough bananas,
huh. I told you to take Oriental history.

(fJJ Pla~~~~an~::~riU1ood'
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confidential services:
birth control
,pregnancy tests
counseling & referrals
gynecologicale~am
fees based on income/day and evening clinics
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'Call 345-0760
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9Vz, $25, $50.

Two pair ski boots,
345-1898.
.

~'(JOJ.lN WAL.RADT
PANCHO, FRIENl{ po 1(01,1
. PORCUPINES KISS ON"H~ .:
FIRS, [;lATe 1

TYPING: fast, accurate and inexpensive.
Call 336-0535 after 5:00 p.m.
Jobs Overseas M/F (Including Australia;
South Pacific, Europe, Africa, Alaska',
Cruise Ships, Airlines). All Occupations.
Temporary and Full Time. $20,000 to
$60,000. Call Now! 206-736-5103 Ext. 145.

Y2 Golden Retriever, Y2 Black Lab pups,
$10, 345-7558 evenings.

Slugboy U Sluggirl

by Joe Ltmuce and

Babette Paresseux

The amazing slugs who go to college.
1980 Suzuki 450GS excellent condition,
like new, low mileage. $1,100 or best offer.
Call 345-5657.
Motorcycle
Pete.

Helmet.

$25.00. 336-2945,

,..-.....,..-------..,
FOR E'XAMPLE:, OO£:S

TODAY,CI-ASS, WE. ~X,AMINf
THE QUESTION: DOES ANYTI-lING- nlST UNI-ESS WE.
PERCEIVE- IT?

ras

I-ECTE::RN E '(..\51
UNLE~~ WE LOOK AT IT?

WHAT ABOUTIHG

WE HAVr;: FUN,
IHERErO~E WE. AI(£. ~

flAl2.TS

OF THE l-ECTE.l2.N WECAN" SEE? 00 THEY
E'f-IST?

Valley Gym, 6505 Ustick, 322-741'8.
Tired of overcrowding? Try Boise's finest
bodybuilding & free weight gym. Spectacular fall discount.
RENT WASHER OR DRYER. $15.00/
month and up. Thompson's Inc. 344-5179,
Monday through Friday.
FEMALE ROOM ATE. Nice two bedroom house. Rent $150 plus Vz utilities &Vz
deposit. Has fireplace, close to BSU, very
comfortable. Non-smoker preferred. Call
Diane 336-7504 or 385-0595. Keep trying.

The Real Puzzle"

Be Sirius

by DoD Rubio

The correct solutions: 6)
Arcus Aurei (The Golden

According
to our friends in
ballistics.
it rsrelanvety
easy

TRY THE

The Real Puzzle'" Solution

Firing lines

to determine the order in
which a series 01 bullets has
passed through a plate glass
window. All you hue to do is

Arches). 51 Mercedes-Benz,
31
Atar' Logo. 21 Malum Mag'
num (The Big Applel. II Proctor-Silex. 71 Olympus (OM-21
and 41 Or-r-rear
Tony ~The

examine
the "cracks.
Vou'll
lind that the fractures created
by the first bullet lend to be
uninterrupted.
whereas
those
from oil second (or subsequenU

\ .

Tigen

.......

'hol should terminate at the
(ra("lures which preceded
them.

In other words. if the crack.!
Crom OM shot are stopped by
those of another.
It ls safe to
conclude that they must have
occurred
later.

.'
,
.
'.-./

• ~
~

.~
..•

All of whleh will come as
bad news to the character
who left his autogr.aph,
in
bullets. In the window .at the
right Because .. II you have to
do is rigure out the sequence
of shots. connect
the holrs,
and read the adrnitt~ly
rougb
rinC
name
of the culprit
responsible.
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....\
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\
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The first three persons to bring the
correct solution of the 'real puzzle' to

~~Mm:'

f

lO¢ A WORD IN

."'"

office [2nd floor SUB) will receive a
Bronco Rainier T-Shirt from
RAINIER BEER

.. ~
W~NCOS

.
..I

FRESH FROM rHE
ORCHARD TO YOU

Pure ...
cold
Apple Cider
every Saturday (weather

permitting)

Cider .truck at Bah's

Meat & Beverage
Broadway & Rossi

AndD'Alessandro's'
bring your own jug & save
I'.,,,,

! Hiiagen-Dazs

!

20,% OFF

I

SllnriySl~pe.
C~ldWell;Id;;iho';'

. <4J'~:7~8;""':

!
I

(with this coupon)

I·

-Cones
-Banana Splits
-Sodas
-Milkshakes

1

1

Rob'isonFruir-Ranch'

Ice CreaM Shoppe

I
I
I·
'.
'I.:.
t_~~~.~__~:__

..

.

-Brownies
-Ples & Cakes
-Natural Cola

-Espresso
'.-

·:..AlL
'~_.~
-:-_~

-lce Cream
Sandwiches
-Floats
-Cookies

-Sundaes
-Malts
-Coffee
-Cappuccino

NATURAL!
~-:-_....
~,
....,__----~--

~iiagen.Dazslc. CrealllShoppe
.

..611S.CapitoIBlyd.

Ex,giresll-20-83
-----'-------

1

!!Dinion
BSU is the 'real/world

,

,

Students at BSU are missing an opportunity to help determine their' future.
According to the Personnel Selection Committee, student seats on committees are
vacant in the following areas: faculty: senate, media; Pavilion, Health Advisory,
ASBSU judiciary and; student.programs .board .. Even the Personnel Selection
Committee, the organization which interviews applicants for allcommitteesv is
short-handed.
"
If you are dissatisfied with' things at BSU, from parking to student programs,
real opportunities exist for you to change them. No student need bemoan the result
of a decision which he could have changed by attending meetings' and voicing his
opinion..,
""
Making decisions with others is something most of us know we willdo when we
graduate into the "real" world. But the University is as "real" a world as the
post-graduate one. Committee work offers students valuable .experience in the
skills involved in forming ideas asa group. Then there is the satisfaction (or
dismay) of watching an idea become a plan and then become a reality. In addition,
students can gain a greater understanding of the way the University works by
sitting 'on committees with faculty and administrators.
Don't wait for graduation to start working with people on things you believe in.
Start right here at BSU by sitting on committees and speaking up.

Josephine Jones
Editor

What would BSU be like if every person in this photo, voiced a similar enthusiasm in
committee meetings? Homecoming game photo by Teresa' Tamura.
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Stretch flying dollars
farther With our special
half-priced
"Exp'ress
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Half-priced fares good
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And
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--,',". Reporters and feature writers are'
, .,'
needed at
The University News.
Internships andpracticum are
~~,available through the English and
-~~ 1./' Communication
Departments .
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Pick up
.
an application
today at The Univ~rsity News
or the SUB Info Booth.
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EVEN STRAIGHTArS CAN'T
HELP IF YOU FWMKTUITION.
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redeemable at Hayden Beverage
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$2.00 OFF

:

any party keg or beer novelty over $5.00

! :

~
1 coupon per purchase

•

Good thru Dec. 31st, 1983
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Beverage License Holder
may not apply &
Must be 19 or older
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•• Rainier $28.00
:
! Pabst $28.00
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! Oly Light -$29.00
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Schlitz Malt
Liquor
$34.00'
Olympia
$29.00
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,Toprotedyour privaQ';

.. don'twaste words
withunwaDted callers.

Yourphone is part of your home. And at Mountain
Bell, we understand that when someone uses your
phone to Invadeyour privacy, irs like an unwanted
visitor coming through your front door. But we want
.you to know that you can have the last word with these
.callers. By not wasting any words with them at all.
" If the caller is a salesperson using a.hard sell,
you don't have to listen.just say you're not interested ,
and hang up.
.",.
'
.', If you get an obscene call, or the caller remains
silent, don't stop to,listen. Above all, don't talk to
them. Hang up on their hang-ups. And if these
callers keep after you or threaten you, getin.touc~
right away with the police and your local Mountain'
Bell service representative. We'llhelp you find other
ways to deal with these calls. ",.
No matter what kind of unwanted calls you
get, let you~actionsspe~k louder than their words.
By hanging up.Its the best way we know to protect
the privacy of your home. And your phone.

Forthewa!YOuUve.
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GRANT'S TRUCK & CAR STOP
TAcomplete menu 24 hrs
ry us for an after ho ur t"reat
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Expires 11/16/83
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The newest Innovati .
~ecdlse rolling ball p~~ 1ftwrl~lng Is the Pilot
n extra smooth b . wntes extra thin
and needle-like stal:ause of Its micro ball
unique pen at a unlq eslys
steel collar.A
affordable price, queIY_~~
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[pILollQ.~cise
The ro8lg baI pent/Jat I'f!I.IOOtJonIz thin Writing.
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